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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the use of locally linear embedding (LLE) as feature extraction technique
for classifying a person’s identity based on their walking gait patterns. Skeleton data acquired
from Microsoft Kinect camera were used as an input for (1). Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
and (2). LLE with MLP. The MLP classification accuracy result was used for comparison
between both. Several MLP and LLE properties were tested to find the optimal number of
setting that can improve the MLP performance. Based on the two methods used, the neural
network implemented with LLE showed the better accuracy compared to the neural network
alone.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Determining the identity of an individual is an important task in many fields such as law
enforcement, counter-terrorism, fraud prevention and access control. Many research has been
done in the field of identity verification in order to discover a fast, accurate, unobtrusive and
computationally inexpensive method to verify a person’s identity [9].
Biometrics is a study of unique, measurable characteristics of the human body that can be
automatically be used to verify a person’s identity. There are many types of biometric
identification methods, among them are fingerprint, retina, and gait [9].
Gait analysis is defined as a method to determine a person’s identity based on their walking
patterns. It is an unobtrusive method for verifying a person’s identity as it does not require the
person to become in contact with the biometric device. Furthermore, advancements in
computation and image processing has led to significant progress in this field.
In this paper, we present a Microsoft Kinect based gait recognition system. The system uses
an infrared depth sensor in the Kinect device to generate a skeleton map consisting of 20 joint
locations.

We then apply the Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) algorithm to (1) transform

the skeleton map for improved recognition performance, and (2) reduce the features used to
represent the skeleton data. The contribution of this paper is the application of LLE for feature
enhancement of the skeletal data prior to being classified by a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
[12] classifier. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the LLE algorithm to improve the
classification accuracy of the MLP, while reducing the number of features required to
represent the data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a review of some
relevant research. This is followed by a description of the methodology in section III. Results
and discussions are presented in section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in
section V.

2.LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Relevant Works
In [6], an identity verification system using Microsoft Kinect was presented. Features were
extracted using distances measured from the upper body centroid relative to upper and lower
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limb coordinates, Classification was performed using MLP neural network.
In [5] explored the capability of the MLP classifier to recognize differences in walking
patterns between normal subjects and subjects suffering from Parkinson’s Disease (PD). The
research showed that the MLP was able to successfully identify the gait patterns between
normal subjects and PD patients with 87.5% accuracy.
In [3], a study on limb movement during normal and fast walking was presented under
different walking conditions. All of the walking conditions tested showed different gait cycles
but with similar space extension in the walking cycle. Moderate and fast walks were found
to have comparable element highlights in a step cycle, with reduced arm space expansion
compared to those of the legs. Additionally, it was found that slope walking and even level
have distinctive joint patterns.
In [4] presented a MLP based system for classification of human walking/running. Data
acquisition was performed using Microsoft Kinect to capture joint data. The joint data was
then used to train a MLP to differentiate between walking and running patterns. The results
indicate that the MLP was able to distinguish between walking [14] and running patterns with
above 90% accuracy.
In [7], a Kinect-based intelligent intrusion detection system was presented. Kinect was used to
capture useful gait information of the intruder and compare it to the normal gait patterns. A
MLP was trained with gait patterns of normal subjects compared with intruders. The system
was able to discriminate between intruders and normal subjects with 94.4% training accuracy
and 81.1% recognition accuracy under simulated conditions.
LLE has been used for human activity identification in a manifold-based framework [10],
where LLE was used to extract important information from motion sensors placed on subject
bodies. LLE was used to capture the inherent structure of the data and construct a nonlinear
manifold for each movement type. Experiments performed showed that the LLE method
outperformed ISO-map and Eigen-map techniques as it made fewer assumptions on the
movement flags and reduced execution time. In [8], LLE was shown to be able to reduce
dimensionality in gait analysis application.
2.2. Locally Linear Embedding (LLE)
Figure 1 presents the locally linear embedding (LLE) method which fundament is based on
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simple geometric institute. In essence, the calculations attempt to resolve a low-dimensional
fixing which is approximately similar to the high-dimensional features (the fundament is
improved to retain local settings of the nearest neighbours so that affinity co-located with
regard to other low dimensional space). Accordingly, in very good situation it is possible to
get an embedding solely from the geometric situation without recourse to scale, distance or
connectivity between interval data [1].

Fig.1.Three mapping high dimensional input →

to low dimensional outputs → via local

linear reconstruction weights W
Summary of the LLE algorithm
1. Compute the neighbours of each data point, X⃗.
2. Compute the weight W that best reconstructs each data point X⃗ from its neighbors,
minimizing the cost in equation 3.21 by constrained linear fits.
3. Compute the vectors Y⃗ best reconstructed by the weights W , minimizing quadratic form
in Equation 1 by its bottom nonzero eigenvectors.
E(W) = ∑ | →− ∑ W

→

|

(1)

To sum up the square distance between entire data points and their reconstruction of the
weightW , the contribution of the jth data point to the ith reconstruction is highlighted. To
calculate the weight, cost function will be minimized in the equation above items to two
controllable sections: a small controllable section and an invariance controllable section. The
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small controllable section is where each data point X⃗ is reconstructed only from its
neighbours, enforcing Wij=0 if X⃗ does not belong to this set. The invariance controllable
section is the chain of weight matrix added to one:
∑ W =1

(2)

Fig.2. A data point → , its neighbours→ and its locally linear reconstruction ∑ W → . The
reconstruction weights are constrained to satisfy ∑ W = 1
The goal is to ﬁnd low dimensional outputs Y⃗ that are reconstructed by the same weights Wij
as the high dimensional inputs X⃗ . The embedding cost function in the Equation 3 deﬁnes a
quadratic form in the outputs Y⃗. Subject to constraints that make the problem well-posed, the
cost function has a unique global minimum. This unique solution for the outputs Y⃗ is the
result returned by LLE as the low dimensional embedding of the high dimensional inputsX⃗.
The embedding cost function can be minimized by solving a sparse N×N eigenvalue problem.
Φ(Y) = ∑ |Y⃗ − ∑ W Y⃗|

(3)

3.METHODOLOGY
Data acquisition was implemented considering indoor situations (white penda flour lighting).
The Kinect device was configured at zero-degree elevation. Subjects are required to wear long
pants and cover shoes during data acquisition. A total of 10 different subjects were instructed
to walk at normal pace ten times towards the Kinect device. Therefore, the total number of
samples was 100. The Kinect device was able to acquire skeletal data at approximately 30
frames per second. For each of the 100 samples, the number of frames acquired was 78.
After the data was collected, we trained two different MLPs. MLP1 was trained using the raw
skeletal data, while the MLP2 was trained using skeletal data preprocessed using the LLE
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method. Table 1 shows the parameters used to train the MLPs. The number of hidden units,
LLE number of neighbours (k) and maximum embedding dimensionality (dmax) were varied
to discover the optimal parameters to obtain the best accuracy. As both MLPs were used for
pattern classification, the hidden and output activation functions were set to Tangent-Sigmoid,
and the training algorithm used was the Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm, which has been
proven to be optimal for pattern classification tasks [2].
In order to avoid overfitting, the Early Stopping algorithm was used. The algorithm divides
the dataset into training, validation and testing datasets. During training, the training set was
used to guide the optimization [15] of weights in both MLPs, while the validation set was
used to monitor the training progress. The errors for the two datasets are expected to go down
when training progresses. When overfitting occurs, the validation error would start to increase,
while the training error would still decrease. It is during this time the MLP is deemed to over
fit, and training is automatically stopped [2].
Table 1.MLP1 and MLP2 training parameters
Parameter

MLP1

MLP2

Number of Hidden Units

Varied between 5 to 30.

Hidden Activation

Tangent-Sigmoid

Function
Output Activation

Tangent-Sigmoid

Function
Overfitting Avoidance

Early Stopping Algorithm

Technique
Training Algorithm
Input Features Used

Scaled Conjugate Gradient Algorithm
Raw skeletal data

Skeletal

data

preprocessed

using LLE. Two parameters for
LLE,

dmax

(maximum
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embedding dimensionality) and
k

(number

of

neighbours).

Many combinations of k and
dmax was tested (k=5 to=95
and dmax =5 to dmax=95).
These

parameters

significant

have

influence

on

classification accuracy as it
affects

how

the

data

is

transformed.
Dataset Division

70 (training) : 15 (validation) : 15 (testing)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows the classification accuracy versus the number of MLP hidden units.
The accuracy changes when the number of hidden unit is adjusted. The accuracy range of
training data was from 63.3% to 100%, while the testing accuracy ranged from 33.3% to
93.3%. The testing accuracy was generally lower compared to the training set. This
observation is expected since the testing set consist of data previously unseen during training.
Because of this, the MLP is more likely to misclassify data inside the testing set.
The best MLP1 accuracy was obtained when the number of hidden unit was 25. Because of
this the 25 hidden unit was chosen as the baseline for comparison with features train using
LLE. The confusion matrix in Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the classification performance for
25 hidden units for MLP1. Using 25 hidden units, MLP1 managed to obtain 100% training
accuracy and 93.3% testing accuracy.
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Fig.3. No of hidden
idden unit vs training accuracy for MLP1 (without LLE)

Fig.4. No of hidden
idden unit vs testing accuracy for MLP1 (without LLE)

Fig.5. Training set confusion matrix for MLP1 (without LLE)

Fig.6. Testing set confusion matrix for MLP1 (without LLE)
Once the best MLP structure [11] was obtained, the setup were used in the second experiment
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(MLP2). LLE was used to improve the skeletal features used in the previous MLP1
experiment.
LLE depends on two parameters, which are no of Neighbors (k) and Maximum Embedding
Dimensionality (dmax). A brute-force
brute force method was used to discover the optimal set
settings for k
and dmax, ranging from k=5 to k =95 and dmax =5 to dmax=95. The k and dmax parameters
listed in Table 2 obtained the best MLP2 classification results.
Table 2. Best four LLE parameter combinations for MLP2
k=55,

k=62,

k=70,

k=90,

dmax=50

dmax=40

dmax=50

dmax=50

Training accuracy (%)

100

100

100

100

Testing accuracy (%)

100

100

100

100

Since the four parameter combinations generated 100% accuracy for training and testing sets,
k = 55 and dmax = 50 was arbitrarily chosen for further analysis. For dmax = 50, the
classification accuracy versus the number of neighbors (k) is shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen,
the classification accuracy for both training (blue line) and testing (red line) sets were
generally high for k=5 to k=50, and the best results were obtained when k=55 and dmax =50.
In testing set, it can be seen that when number of neighbours
neighbours (k) was increased up to 50, the
classification accuracy was improved. But when the number of neighbour (k) were increased
further (k more than 50), the classification performance showed signs of degradation. The
selection of k is a tradeoff between the
the richness of features and classifier complexity. A small
number of neighbours may be insufficient to represent critical information in dataset, while
high numbers may relate to a larger feature set that may increase classifier complexity.

Fig.7. No of neighbors
eighbors (k) vs classification accuracy (maximum embedding
embedding dimensionality,
dmax = 50
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The
he confusion plots (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) show the classification result for the best combination
of k and dmax. Both training and testing sets registered 100% accuracy. Th
This result indicates
that when LLE was used to transform the gait features prior to classification, the results were
improved by 6.7% in testing set compared to MLP1. Therefore, we can conclude that the use
oF LLE has a positive effect on classification accuracy
acc
(Table 3).

Fig.8. Training set confusion matrix for MLP2 (with LLE)

Fig.9. Testing set confusion matrix for MLP2 (with LLE)
Table 3. Summary of classification accuracy (with and without LLE)
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Item

MLP1 (without LLE)

MLP2 (with LLE, k=55,dmax=50)

Training accuracy

100%

100%

Testing accuracy

93.3%

100%

Hidden units

25

25

5. CONCLUSION
LLE was used in combination with MLP to preprocess Kinect skeletal features for gait
recognition [13]. This method has been used with many combination of k and dx parameters
to obtain optimal accuracy. The use of LLE had improved the overall testing accuracy by 6.7 %
over using raw features.
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